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Swelling Results with Böttcher Roller Coverings for Newspaper Printing 

 

In our lab in Aschau am Inn, Germany, we constantly carry out swelling tests in order to be 

able to evaluate the compatibility of the VEGRA consumables with the roller coverings of 

inking and dampening rollers available on the market. As far as possible, these swelling tests 

are done with original test bodies from the renowned roller manufacturers. 

Based on these findings we can evaluate the swelling or shrinking sensitivity of the most 

used rubber coverings and thus chose and recommend the best suitable fountain solution 

additive. This practice assures a material-friendly performance of the printing press. 

Böttcher in Cologne was kind enough to test our newspaper fountain solution additive 

VEGRA VIOLET E-794/858-54 Zi-P and send us the results for the most used Böttcher roller 

materials for inking and dampening rollers for newspaper presses (excerpt from the Böttcher 

resistancy test report 2015087): 

 

VEGRA VIOLET E-794/858-54 Zi-P, dosage for swelling test risen to 4 % by volume 

Roller Type Brand Name Hardness Change of Volume after  

7 days immersion test at 23° C 

Dampening Roller Böttcher 114 25 25 Shore A + 1,2 % 

 Böttcher 214 30 30 Shore A + 1,0 % 

 

Inking Roller Böttcher 274 30 30 Shore A + 0,9 % 

 Böttcher 374 35 35 Shore A + 0,8 % 

 Böttcher 304 35 35 Shore A + 0,9 % 

 

Böttcher evaluates the results after 7 days of immersion test at 23°C as follows: 

„The swelling results are not noticeable after 7 days at room temperature; no surface chang-

es are visible.” 

 

Performance and Protection for your Newspaper Press 

The fountain solution additives for newspaper printing recommended by VEGRA show their 

strength in the performance of your newspaper press, with material compatibility and corro-

sion protection at the highest level.  


